In 1994 ALTA conducted the first national literacy survey in Trinidad and Tobago.
Market Facts and Opinions (MFO) designed the random sample survey so that it
matched the demographic criteria. ALTA prepared the literacy questions in keeping
with the Caribbean literacy surveys previously done in Jamaica and Antigua so there
would be basis for comparison.
The survey results informed ALTA’s tuition in a number of ways:
1. Overall literacy levels were shown to be higher in North Trinidad and declined
as you move South from the Caroni. Although ALTA started in North, after
the survey we focussed on building tutor resources in Central and South,
directing United Way TT sponsorship to ALTA South and opening a San
Fernando office in the mid 1990s to serve tutors.
2. The distribution within the non-literate group differed in that North had a
bigger functionally illiterate category whereas South had a bigger percentage
in the illiterate category. Thus, ALTA provides more Beginner and Level 1
tutors in South/Central, but more Level 2 tutors in North.
3. Laventille specifically had high functional illiteracy. ALTA continues to
target Laventille and opened a class in Laventille Open Bible church about 10
years ago. This now attracts 20 plus students. Most Laventille residents prefer
to attend class outside of their community - e.g. NALIS, Belmont, Tranquillity
and Woodbrook.
4. Highest levels of illiteracy were in rural areas in South and Central. ALTA
trains more beginner tutors for South and Central - San Fernando, Princes
Town, Pt Fortin, Couva and Chaguanas.
Rural areas present a number of obstacles:
1. Finding committed volunteers with the required level of literacy. The quality
of rural volunteer usually is not as high as ALTA would like. The requirement
of a CXC pass in English (or equivalent) often has to be lowered due to the
low literacy levels. Those from rural areas who have better literacy levels
tend to either leave completely or work outside the area, so are not available

for volunteer evening work. Even where tutors are available, it is difficult to
maintain quality instruction. Our experience indicates that volunteer tutoring
is unsustainable in rural areas.
2. The length of time required to master reading and writing. To become literate
as an adult requires considerable effort. In small communities communication
remains largely oral, so members often do not feel the need to read. The push
factors that operate in an urban setting whereby the non-reader is surrounded
by print and experiences social exclusion are much weaker in rural
communities.
3. The stigma attached to poor literacy. This acts as a stronger deterrent in small
communities where all residents know one another. People are reluctant for
their neighbours to label them as illiterate should they be seen going to the
venue of the ALTA class.
4. Poor transport. Persons often prefer the anonymity of literacy instruction
outside of their community, but limited transport options, particularly after
dark, often prevent attendance outside their community.
5. The ALTA schedule may not fit the rural rhythm or work pattern. The ALTA
model schedules classes twice weekly for two hours for the duration of the
academic year. When ALTA introduced classes in Kernahan, students came
in Term 1 but missed all of Term 2 as this was a busy time for the watermelon
crop, the mainstay of the village.

	
  

